Wind energy is increasingly considered one of the most promising sustainable energy sources for its characteristics of cleanliness without any pollution. Wind speed forecasting is a vital problem in wind power industry. However, individual forecasting models ignore the significance of data preprocessing and model parameter optimization, which may lead to poor forecasting performance. In this paper, a novel hybrid rk, B t s-ABBP (back propagation based on adaptive strategy with parameters k and B t ) model was developed based on an adaptive boosting (AB) strategy that integrates several BP (back propagation) neural networks for wind speed forecasting. The fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique is initially conducted in the preprocessing stage to reconstruct data, while a novel modified FPA (flower pollination algorithm) incorporating a conjugate gradient (CG) is proposed for searching for the optimal parameters of the rk, B t s-ABBP mode. The case studies of five wind power stations in Penglai, China are used as illustrative examples for evaluating the effectiveness and efficiency of the developed hybrid forecast strategy. Numerical results show that the developed hybrid model is simple and can satisfactorily approximate the actual wind speed series. Therefore, the developed hybrid model can be an effective tool in mining and analysis for wind power plants.
Introduction
Wind power has attracted much attention as a renewable energy source because it is a clean form of energy that is free of contamination and has low operating costs. Wind speed forecasting plays an important role in the security maintenance of running systems. Accurate and stable wind power forecasting results can help identify patterns in wind speed fluctuation. Such results are the pre-condition to making the right electric power operation decisions, allowing the power system dispatching departments to adjust the scheduling plan in time and consequently reduce the influence of wind power fluctuation on the effective powering of the grid [1] . It is undisputed that wind power has gradually become a pillar in the electricity supply field in many places around the world. It is indicates that in 2014, more than 50 GW of wind power capacity was added, meeting approximately 5% of worldwide electricity demand [2] . Approximately 10% or more of the power in a number of countries, including Denmark, Portugal, the United Kingdom and Germany, is derived from wind. Wind power has become the fastest growing renewable energy source, with increasingly mature to forecasting performance indirectly, is one of the most effective processing algorithms for wind speed prediction.
BP neural network [27] is a typical artificial neural network. It is essentially a mapping function from input vector(s) to output vector(s) without knowing the correlation between the data. It can implement any complex nonlinear mapping function proved by mathematical theories and can approximate an arbitrary nonlinear function with satisfactory accuracy [37] . After learning the data trends from historical data, BP can be used effectively to forecast new data. Ren et al. [27] developed a wind-speed forecasting model based on a BP neural network. To obtain satisfactory forecasting performance, PSO (particle swarm optimization) was applied to optimize the conventional BP neural network, and an additional selecting algorithm was adopted to choose the optimal initial input parameters.
Researchers have tried to enhance the forecasting accuracy of artificial neural networks by using PSO and GAs (genetic algorithms) [38] . Studies have demonstrated that models optimized using intelligent optimization algorithms outperform the forecasting performance offered by some single artificial neural networks. However, the common intelligence optimization algorithms have some inherent weaknesses, such as storage functions or knowledge memories. In 2012, Yang et al. [39] proposed an effective novel optimal meta-heuristic algorithm, the flower pollination algorithm (FPA). It is one of the most promising and efficient algorithms. Yang et al. tested the performance of the FPA against two other algorithms, a GA and a PSO algorithm. The simulation results show that the proposed FPA is very efficient and can outperform both the GA and PSO algorithm. The FPA has been successfully utilized in several fields [40, 41] .
However, when solving large-scale and complex problems, the slow convergence of the individual FPA is problematic. To accelerate convergence to the optimal solution, Tahani et al. [42] proposed a hybrid FPA/SA algorithm that increases the global search and prevents the algorithm from being trapped in local optimum solutions in order to maximize the reliability of the system and minimize its cost. Other algorithms based on the FPA have been developed. Dubey et al. [43] presented a dynamic multi-objective optimal dispatch approach for a wind-thermal system using a hybrid FPA that consists of the FPA and an evolution (DE) algorithm such that their synergy and joint search capabilities are fully exploited. The performance of the hybrid FPA was observed to be significantly superior to the performances of the FPA and DE algorithms individually. In solving numerical problems [44] , the performances of feed-forward neural networks (FNNs) optimized by a FP-GSA outperform both the FPA and GSA in terms of classification accuracy. Thus, the FPA could be considered as a potential evolutionary algorithm to obtain better performance in diverse fields. In this paper, with the objective of obtaining more accurate forecasting results, a new modified FPA based on the conjugate gradient (CG) method is proposed to improve both exploration and exploitation capacities and to avoid compromised searching due to the presence of local optima, thus improving the robustness of the FPA.
On the other hand, the hybrid forecasting approach is widely employed in wind-speed forecasting to generate more accurate and more reliable wind-speed forecasting than individual models. Liu et al. [45] proposed two hybrid models for wind-speed forecasting: FEEMD-MEA-MLP and FEEMD-GA-MLP. The results demonstrate that among all the involved methods, the developed FEEMD-MEA-MLP model offers optimal forecasting performance. In addition, it is indicated that the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition algorithm significantly improves the performance of the artificial neural networks.
It can be observed from the above studies that the hybrid approaches always outperform the single approaches in terms of forecasting performance. Hybrid modeling is therefore an effective measure for obtaining high-precision wind-speed forecasts. To obtain more accurate and more stable wind-speed forecasts, a novel hybrid forecasting model, the FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP, is proposed in this paper. This model combines the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique and the ABBP mode, which uses the adaptive boosting (AB) strategy on BP neural networks and the hybrid optimization algorithm CGFPA, which consists of the FPA and the conjugate gradient (CG) method. Simulation results show that the hybrid model is an efficient and accurate approach for wind-speed forecasting.
The main contributions of this research are summarized as follows:
(1) Due to the randomness and instability of wind series, a model based on the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique is utilized to adaptively address the original wind speed series through decomposition into a finite number of intrinsic mode functions with a similarity property to modeling. (2) To overcome the drawbacks of the unstable forecasting results of the BP neural network, the ABBP model combined with the AB strategy is considered a strong predictor in this paper for wind-speed forecasting. (3) A novel modified algorithm, the CGFPA, is developed in the wind-speed forecasting field that, for the first time, chooses the parameter rk, B t s in the ABBP model for its better convergence and higher-quality solutions in lower iterations compared with the FPA. (4) Considering the skewness and kurtosis of the forecasting accuracy distribution, the forecasting availability, and the bias-variance framework, the Diebold-Mariano test is proposed to validate the accuracy and stability of the proposed model. This paper is organized as follows. First, the concept of the models utilized in this paper, including the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, AB strategy, BP neural network and a modified optimization algorithm, the CGFPA, are outlined. Then, the modeling processes of the methods mentioned above are introduced. Simulation results are then presented and analyzed. The paper ends with an overall conclusion.
Methodology
In this section, the required individual tools will be presented concisely, including the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, the BP neural network, the AB technique, the FPA algorithm and the conjugate gradient method. The proposed hybrid approach will also be described in detail.
Fast Ensemble Empirical Mode Decomposition
The fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique is the development of the empirical mode decomposition and ensemble empirical mode decomposition techniques [46] (the details are shown in Appendix A). However, the empirical mode decomposition technique exhibits a potential mode-mixing problem that makes it unable to represent the characteristics of the original data. Wu and Huang developed the ensemble empirical mode decomposition to overcome this problem [46] .
Artificial Neural Network (ANN)
In recent years, ANNs have been successfully utilized in a variety of applications as one of the most current artificial intelligence techniques [47, 48] . In numerous neural network architectures, the most prevalent training method is the feed-forward neural network with back propagation (BP) training algorithm [27] .
Theoretically, under the condition of appropriate weights and a reasonable structure, any nonlinear continuous functions can be approximated by the BP neural network. The principle of the BP neural network is to minimize the mean square error between the actual output value and that of the network by using the error gradient descent algorithm. The details of BPNN can be found in [27] .
Adaptive Boosting (AB) Strategy
The AB strategy is one of the most excellent boosting algorithms in the big data mining field. It has a solid theoretical basis and has shown great success in practical applications [49] . Figure 1a shows the structure of ABBP neural network and the details are shown in Appendix B. 
Hybrid FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP Model
In this part of the paper, we present the hybrid model FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP for use in short-term wind-speed forecasting. First, the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique will be utilized to decompose original wind-speed signals into several IMFs and one residual item that represents different frequency bands. The modified CGFPA algorithm will be employed to optimize the parameter [k, Bt] of the ABBP mode. Thus, the CGFPA-ABBP mode will be established to forecast each series after decomposition by the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, after overcoming the instability of the individual BP neural network. Figure 2 shows the structure of the proposed hybrid model. The sample data will be applied to train the ABBP mode. The pseudo-code of the hybrid model is provided in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: FEEMD-CFFPA-ABBP (MODOL_HYBRID).
Input:
P-the input data matrix Output: T-the output data matrix
Parameters:
Ne-the ensemble number of trials. α-the amplitude of added white noise. M-the repeat times of trials Θ-the critical point of updating the weight distribution. k-the adjustment factor of the weight distribution. 
Optimization Algorithm-CGFPA
[k, B t ] is one of the most important factors directly influencing the calculation in the ABBP mode, and it thus influences the performance of the models. In this part, a brief introduction to the principles of the basic Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) and the Conjugate Gradient (CG) method is introduced, followed by the strategy of the combined optimization algorithm CGFPA.
Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA)
A novel metaheuristic algorithm named the Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA) was developed by Yang [50] in 2012 and was first used in wind-speed forecasts. The algorithm is inspired by the biological process of flower pollination.
The conjugate gradient (CG) method is an effective method between the Newton algorithm (NA) and the steepest descent algorithm (SDA) that overcomes the shortcomings of these two algorithms, including the slow convergence of the SDA and the shortcomings of the NA in which the Hesse matrix and inverse matrix must be stored and computed. The CG algorithm possesses advantages including a fast convergence rate and secondary termination. [51] . The details of CG and FPA as shown in Appendix C.
Modified Optimization Algorithm-CGFPA
The CG algorithm is carried out along a group of conjugate directions near the given point to search. It has abundant optimization information of the local area that can be employed. It also has a strong local search capability and is thus incorporated into the FPA algorithm to improve its local search capability and to improve the convergence speed and accuracy.
In every iteration of the CGFPA algorithm, the population position of a flower after updating is not directly fed into the next iteration process. Instead, it structures a group of conjugate directions g iter`1 i through linear combination by employing the gradient g iter i at X iter i multiplied by the conjugate factor β iter and adding it to the negative gradient´∇Fpx iter`1 i ) of that point. Upon searching in this group of conjugate directions, the population position X iter i of the flower decreases sufficiently within a predetermined number of iterations. The (iter + 1)th iteration is re-entered after obtaining the position of the new population, and searching and updating continue, thus greatly enhancing the local optimization capability of the algorithm. In summary, the CGFPA algorithm organically combines the CG and the FPA algorithms to deliver strong global optimization and local searching capabilities. Figure 1b shows the flow chart of the CGFPA algorithm.
The pseudo-code of the CGFPA algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: CGFPA (OPTIMIZE_CGFPA).
Parameters: p switch -the switch probability. ∇-the gradient operator (total differential in all direction of space). N-the generation number of X i . iter-current iteration number.
Iter max -the maximum number of iteration. 
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Algorithm 2: FEEMD-CFFPA-ABBP (MODOL_HYBRID).

Input:
Parameters:
Ne-the ensemble number of trials. α-the amplitude of added white noise. M-the repeat times of trials Θ-the critical point of updating the weight distribution. k-the adjustment factor of the weight distribution. B t -the normalization factor. (S, TF t , BTF t , BLF t )-the parameters of the BP neural network. iter p -the number of weak predictors. p switch -the switch probability. N-the generation number of X i . ∇-the gradient operator (total differential in all spatial directions). iter-current iteration number. Iter max -the maximum number of iterations.
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IMF j (t)ÐPREPROCESSING_FEEMD(r i (t)); 2 /*Perform the following operations for each IMF.*/ 3 /*Initialize the weight distribution of m training sample D t (i) = 1/m, error rate ε n = 0.*/ 4
Sample normalization. x t = (x t´xmin )/(x max´xmin ). 5 /*Weak predictor forecasting. By selecting different BP network functions, construct different types of weak predictors.*/ 6 for tÐ1 to iter do 7 net = newff (P,T,S,TF t ,BTF t ,BLF t ). 8 /*Obtain the error rate ε t of forecast series g t (x) and the distribution weights of the next weak predictor.*/ 9 for iÐ1 to m do 10
Find a best value of [k, B t ] by using optimization algorithm. 11
end do 15 end do 16 return g out (x).
Normalization and Preprocessing of Wind Speed Data
To enhance the wind speed accuracy of the ABBP mode, it is necessary to normalize the wind speed data. The original wind speed data are normalized according to Equation (1).
where, X i represents the raw wind speed data; X scale,i represents the normalization of the wind speed data; and X max,i and X min,i represent the maximum and minimum of the wind speed data, respectively.
Choice of Fitness Function
In evaluating the performance of the short-term wind-speed forecasting model, the root mean square error (RMSE) is used as the fitness function. The form of the function is shown in Equation (2),
where N is the number of wind speed training samples; x i is the actual value of the wind speed; andx i is the fitted value of the wind speed. 
Experimentation Design and Results
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed novel hybrid model, this section describes three experiments based on comparisons with other models, with 10-min wind speed series at five different wind power stations.
Study Area and Datasets
Much attention has been given to research and development on renewable energy due to its high energy conversion and low pollution. As one form of renewable energy, wind-power generation can develop rapidly because of advantages such as huge volume, regeneration, wide distribution and no pollution. Wind energy is centralized in the northern, northwestern and eastern parts of China. This research considers the case of the wind power station in Penglai, Shandong Province. Figure 3 shows 10-min head wind speed data in January 2011 from five sites, including 1000 samplings in every site, collected randomly from Penglai. These five groups of data will be employed in the investigation of the forecasting performance. The 1st-900th samplings will be adopted as a training set to build forecasting models, and the 901st-1000th samplings will be used as a testing set to validate the models. The lateral data selection method is used to construct the training and testing sets [40] 
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Evaluation Criteria of Forecast Performance
Forecasting accuracy is an important criterion in the evaluation of forecasting models. In this paper, we use four different evaluation criteria, including AE (average error), MAE (mean absolute error), MSE (mean square error), MAPE (mean absolute percentage error) and ω (promotion rate of forecasting capability). The forecast validation method chooses the model via the smallest AE, MAE, MSE and MAPE, and ω is utilized to quantitatively compare the enhancement ability of the strong predictor.
where x and x represent the actual value and forecasting value, respectively, and N is the total number of data used for the performance evaluation and comparison.
where 
where x andx represent the actual value and forecasting value, respectively, and N is the total number of data used for the performance evaluation and comparison.
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where
where,x s is the forecast value utilizing a strong predictor, andx t is the forecast value using the tth weak predictor.
Experimental Setup
In this section, the experiments are divided into three parts: Experiment I, Experiment II and Experiment III. In Experiment I, the performance of the FEEMD-ABBP model is compared with the ABBP mode to confirm the significance of the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique in wind-speed forecasting. In Experiment II, the performance of the hybrid ABBP mode is compared with 10 individual BP neural networks to improve the forecasting accuracy and generalization capability of the individual neural network. In Experiment III, the proposed hybrid model FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP is compared with other forecasting models, namely, FEEMD-ABBP, ABBP, the conventional BP neural network and the ARIMA model. To confirm the universality of the proposed model, Experiment I, Experiment II and Experiment III are validated at five different sites.
All algorithms are operated on the following platform: 3.20 GHz CPU, 8.00 GB RAM, Windows 7, and MATLAB R2012a. The experimental parameters are shown in Table 1 . Meanwhile, taking into account randomness factors and ensuring that the final results are reliable and independent of the initial weights, we carry out each experiment 50 times and then take the average value. Many methods such as empirical mode decomposition, ensemble empirical mode decomposition and fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition are available to enhance the forecasting performance of wind speed series. In this paper, we utilize the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, which combines the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition with a series of selected computational parameters to guarantee good time performance when addressing the original wind speed series in the data preprocessing stage. In the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition stage, the wind speed series is decomposed into seven IMFs and one residue. Figure 4 shows the original wind speed series and its subsequences with their frequency by the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique for the five sites. Table 2 shows the results of the FEEMD-ABBP and ABBP models in terms of four criteria, AE, MAE, MSE, and MAPE. Figure 5 shows the detailed forecasting results of the FEEMD-ABBP and ABBP models. (1) The extracted IMFs are graphically indicated to illustrate the order of frequency from highest the lowest. The high-and low-frequency entries are given in the first few and last few IMFs, respectively. The former represent high noise or time variation in the original wind speed series, while the latter represent long-period IMFs. In addition, the shifting residue, the last component, generally represents the trend of the wind speed series. It can be clearly determined that the sub-series (IMF7) with the lowest frequency indicates that the major fluctuation of the raw wind speed series is highly similar to the original wind speed series. (2) When processing the original series using the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, different characteristic information can be extracted at different scales, leading to the strong regularity and simple frequency components of each IMF. The local fluctuations of the original series can also be fully captured using this method. Moreover, because of the similar frequency characteristics of each IMF, it is beneficial to reduce the complexity and enhance the efficiency and accuracy of the ABBP forecasting model. (3) The bold entries in Table 2 respectively. The former represent high noise or time variation in the original wind speed series, while the latter represent long-period IMFs. In addition, the shifting residue, the last component, generally represents the trend of the wind speed series. It can be clearly determined that the subseries (IMF7) with the lowest frequency indicates that the major fluctuation of the raw wind speed series is highly similar to the original wind speed series. (2) When processing the original series using the fast ensemble empirical mode decomposition technique, different characteristic information can be extracted at different scales, leading to the strong regularity and simple frequency components of each IMF. The local fluctuations of the original series can also be fully captured using this method. Moreover, because of the similar frequency characteristics of each IMF, it is beneficial to reduce the complexity and enhance the efficiency and accuracy of the ABBP forecasting model. (3) The bold entries in Table 2 
Experiment II: Strong Predictor (ABBP Model) vs. Weak Predictors
Because the traditional BP neural network usually encounters defects such as easily falling into local minima and low forecasting precision, we employed the AB strategy integrated into the BP neural networks as a strong predictor to enhance the forecasting accuracy generalization ability of the neural network. First, the AB strategy preprocesses the historical data and initializes the distribution weights of the test data. Second, it selects different hidden layer nodes, node transfer functions, training functions and network learning functions to construct weak predictors of the BP 
Because the traditional BP neural network usually encounters defects such as easily falling into local minima and low forecasting precision, we employed the AB strategy integrated into the BP neural networks as a strong predictor to enhance the forecasting accuracy generalization ability of the neural network. First, the AB strategy preprocesses the historical data and initializes the distribution weights of the test data. Second, it selects different hidden layer nodes, node transfer functions, training functions and network learning functions to construct weak predictors of the BP neural networks and then repeatedly trains the sample data. In the end, the AB strategy was employed to combine the different BP neural networks to form a new strong predictor.
The function of the BP neural network constructed in MATLAB is net = newff (P, T, S, TF t , BTF t , BLF t ). Here, P represents the input wind speed data matrix, T represents the output wind speed data matrix, S represents the nodes of the hidden layer, TF t represents the node transfer function, BTF t represents the training function, and BTF t represents the network learning function. Upon adjusting the parameters, including S, TF t , BTF t , and BLF t , different types of BP weak predictors were constructed. In Experiment II, ten BP neural networks were employed to form the weak predictor series. Table 3 indicates the promotion rate of the forecasting capability by using the strong predictor compared with the ten weak predictors. From Table 3 , compared with the forecasts of the ten weak predictors at the five data sites, there are significant improvements for the strong predictor forecasts. For example, at Site 1, the ω of the strong predictor compared with that of weak predictors 1 through 10 is increased by 36.3386%, 35.2563%, 40.2408%, 31.1205%, 20.4267%, 18.3870%, 33.0996%, 33.5240%, 32.4778% and 25.7482%, respectively. The values in bold represent the largest ω among the ten weak predictors. The largest ω in the Sites 1 through 5 were 40.2408%, 34.9932, 70.6485%, 60.5825% and 86.1126%, respectively. Over all, the strong predictor ABBP mode has the best performance at all five data sites. There is no weak predictor that offers a low MAPE value at any of the five sites. Meanwhile, the ABBP mode is more stable than the other weak predictors. Experiment II indicates the rationality and effectiveness of the ABBP mode based on the AB strategy for application in wind-speed forecasting. In this part, the proposed hybrid model FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP is compared with other forecasting models, namely, the FEEMD-ABBP, ABBP, conventional BP neural network and ARIMA models. In addition, to further evaluate the proposed hybrid model, FEEMD-ELM and FEEMD-SVR is utilized to compare. The results indicate in Tables 4 and 5 and Figure 6: (1) The AE, MAE, MSE and MAPE values are calculated for the forecasts, and the corresponding results are compiled and presented in Table 4 . The values in bold represent the AE, MAE, MSE, and MAPE values that are the lowest among all the forecasting models at the five sites. It can be clearly seen that the proposed hybrid model has the highest accuracy at all wind farm sites, with MAPE values of 2.4976%, 2.2495%, 2.2785%, 2.4397% and 2.3483% at Sites 1 through 5, respectively.
(2) To compare the different performances between two forecasting models, the improvement accuracy is used, which is defined as
where EC is the value of one of the forecasting performance evaluation criteria AE, MAE, MSE or MAPE. EC 1 and EC 2 denote the values of the evaluation criterion generated by the compared models (FEEMD-ABBP, FEEMD-ELM, FEEMD-SVR, ABBP, BP neural network, and ARIMA) and the proposed hybrid model. Table 5 shows the corresponding improvement of the proposed model. From Table 5 Figure 6 illustrates the evaluation criterion values of the forecasts offered by the proposed hybrid model and that offered by the other models among the five sites. It is clearly indicated that the FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model can provide high and stable forecasting accuracy. By comparison with the forecasting models employed here, it can be concluded that the proposed FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model can obtain more information reflecting the real wind-speed fluctuations, leading to a better wind-speed forecasting performance at the five wind farm sites in Penglai, Shandong Province. Therefore, the proposed hybrid model provides an option for 10 min wind-speed forecasting and should be taken into consideration when searching for the best 10 min wind-speed forecasting model. By comparison with the forecasting models employed here, it can be concluded that the proposed FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model can obtain more information reflecting the real wind-speed fluctuations, leading to a better wind-speed forecasting performance at the five wind farm sites in Penglai, Shandong Province. Therefore, the proposed hybrid model provides an option for 10 min wind-speed forecasting and should be taken into consideration when searching for the best 10 min wind-speed forecasting model.
Discussion
In this section, tests related to the proposed hybrid model that would affect the forecasting performance are discussed. We first present an evaluation metric, namely, the forecasting availability, to analyze and evaluate the quality of the wind-speed forecasting. The bias-variance framework is then utilized to evaluate the effectiveness of the forecast models. Furthermore, hypothesis testing is employed to examine the forecasting performance.
Forecasting Availability
The forecasting availability can be measured not only by the square sum of the forecasting error but also by the mean and mean squared deviation of the forecasting accuracy. In certain practical circumstances, the skewness and kurtosis of the forecasting accuracy distribution needs further consideration, so the forecast availability is presented to solve this problem.
The 1st-order forecasting availability is the expected forecasting accuracy sequence, and the 2nd-order forecasting availability is the difference between the expectation and the standard deviation of the forecasting accuracy sequence. We use the forecasting availability to evaluate the wind-speed forecasts [52] . Table 6 shows that the 1st-order and 2nd-order forecasting availabilities offered by the proposed hybrid model FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP outperform those of the other models at the five sites. 
Bias-Variance Framework
The bias-variance framework [53] is utilized to estimate the models' accuracy and stability, which are important in evaluating the effectiveness of the wind-speed forecasting models. The error attributed to bias is taken as the difference between the forecasts of the proposed model and the observed value. The error attribute to variance is taken as the variability of the forecasting results.
Let x i´xi be the difference between the actual value x i and the forecasting valuex i . The expectation of the forecasting value over all the forecasting data is Epxq Biaspxq demonstrates superior forecast accuracy in the model. Similarly, a smaller Varpxq indicates superior stability. Table 7 shows that the absolute values of the biases of the other models are larger than those of the FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model, which reveals that the proposed model is more accurate. The variance results demonstrate that the hybrid model is more stable. Thus, it is clear that the proposed hybrid model has a higher accuracy and stability in wind-speed forecasting and that it performs much better than the individual models in forecasting. 
Test of Hypothesis
The test of hypothesis is a statistical inference method different from the exploratory data analysis, which may have no hypotheses defined beforehand. The test is applied to determine under what circumstance a trial would result in a null hypothesis rejection under a level of significance defined beforehand. Commonly, a dataset obtained by an idealized model is compared against a dataset achieved by sampling. The comparison is considered statistically significant in case the relationship between the datasets would be the null hypothesis, which is unlikely to occur based on the significance level. By using hypothesis testing, we can quantify our level of confidence that the difference is real.
In this part, we examine the efficiency of the proposed hybrid model by applying one of the hypothesis tests, namely, the Diebold-Mariano test [54] . The hypothesis test is defined as
where L(¨) is the loss function, two popular versions of which are MAE and MSE, and ε 1 t and ε 2 t are the forecasting errors of the two competing forecasts.
The Diebold-Mariano statistic is convergent in distribution in a normal distribution, which, based on parameter D t , is expressed as D t " Lpε 1 t q´Lpε 2 t q. Comparing the absolute value of the Diebold-Mariano statistic with that of the critical value z α/2 of the standard normal distribution N(0,1), the null hypothesis will be rejected if the Diebold-Mariano statistic falls outside the interval [´z α/2, z α/2 ], where α represents the significance level, considering the difference between the forecasting ability of two types of model to be significant. Table 7 shows the Diebold-Mariano value based on the MAE loss function. The result indicates that the Diebold-Mariano values of the FEEMD-ABBP, the FEEMD-ELM and the FEEMD-SVR models are larger than the upper limits at the 5% significance level, and the Diebold-Mariano values of the ABBP, BP and ARIMA models are all larger than the upper limits at the 1% significance level. This result also indicates that the proposed hybrid model is significantly superior to other models, as the upper limits at the different significance levels are smaller than the Diebold-Mariano statistics in all cases. Thus, it is obvious that the proposed hybrid FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model significantly outperforms the other four models. Consequently, although the proposed hybrid model is not simple, it is able to satisfactorily approximate the actual wind speed, and it can be an effective tool in mining and analysis for wind power plants.
Conclusions
Today, power systems face growing challenges in maintaining a secure and reliable energy supply. Wind energy is gradually become one of the fastest growing clean and renewable energy sources for power generation. To integrate wind energy into the power system, it is important to forecast wind power generation. Wind speed is affected by various environmental factors, so wind speed data present high fluctuations, autocorrelation and stochastic volatility, and it is difficult to forecast wind speed using a single model. In this paper, we proposed a novel hybrid FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model based on AB strategy and CGFPA algorithm. Through the analysis, the conclusions are as follow:
(1) The BP neural network can handle data with nonlinear features, and the AB strategy integrated with BP neural networks is adopted to overcome the uncertainty of the outcomes that can be attributed to the randomness of the initialization of the BP neural networks. (2) The modified CGFPA algorithm is utilized to optimize the parameters in the ABBP mode. (3) The experimental study of the wind-speed forecasting in five sites in Penglai, Shandong Province, China, effectively proves that the proposed hybrid model has higher precision and stability than FEEMD-ABBP, ABBP and other forecasting models.
Thus, the proposed FEEMD-CGFPA-ABBP model, which has high precision, is a promising model for use in the future. This hybrid model can also be applied in many other fields, such as tourism demand, product sales, power load, and traffic-flow forecasting.
The sifting process stops when a pre-given value is larger than SD j . The process of decomposition is over when the value of SD j is between 0.2 and 0.3.
The pseudo-code of the empirical mode decomposition technique is provided in Algorithm A1.
high forecasting accuracy are abated; (3) After constant adjustment, we end up with a group of weak predictor sequences and their weights; the weak predictor series are combined into a strong predictor. Definition 2. The error rate of each weak predictor's forecast g t (x) is expressed as
where ε t and D t (i) represent the error rate and the weight distribution, respectively, and m is the training sample number. Definition 3. The test sample weight after adjustment is
where k represents the adjustment factor of the weight distribution, B t represents the normalization factor, and σ is the training error. Θ is set as 10´4. 
A8)
where iter is the number of weak predictors.
where, F(x) is the objective function, g 0 i " ∇Fpx 0 i q. This method has the characteristics of a second termination (i.e., it will reach the minimum point after limited iterations when used in a secondary convex function).
